
About Us
Be founded in the year of 2010, ShenZhen HuaKe Light Electronics Co., Ltd has devoted 10 years 
all in the field of LED and has developed into a high-tech enterprise which is committed to growing 
to be a worldwide innovation brand of Chinese LED Lighting & Display that has a series of private brand.



Our vision is to become a your LED maker of 
LED Lighting and LED Display industry by 
simplifying and commercializing our experience 
and technology to create new and innovative 
products and provide quick and practical 
solutions for projector contractors, distributors 
and end-users in commercial display field.



COMPANY PROFILE
SHENZHEN HUAKE LIGHT ELECTRONICS 

CO.,LTD, is a professional LED&LCD display 

manufacturer based out of SHENZHEN, 

CHINA with a focus on designing, developing 

and fabricating  innovative, practical, stable, 

and affordable LED&LCD display system for 

worldwide demands.

Our group consists of highly seasoned 

technology professionals who have been 

occupied in LED&LCD display industry for 

years, and experienced staff in management 

of productions, quality control and factory.

Key Facts to Know
•Huake has built a mature and stable product development 
system, and obtained 11 utility model patents
• HuaKe has complete and stable QA quality control system 
and supply chain system, and passed the ISO9001 
certification; 
• 50-100 staff, sales to over 15 countries with an average over 
US$800,000 monthly turnover, we are expanding fast.
•Aiming to provide our clients with first-rate service and 
products — we’ll provide you like Custom LED Designs, 
Project Consulting, 24-hours online pre-sales contact, quick 
after-sales support, and no evasive warranty policy.
Our advantages include;
•Product development team with strategic vision
•Experienced and skilled engineering team
•Rich experienced factory management team
•Quick-response and first-class problem-solving product 
manager and sales staff



HUAKE has a number of production facility and experimental equipment such as multi-functional smt machine, reflow 
soldering machine, 3D printer for products samples, aging equipment, lighting gun, integrating sphere equipment, 
and so on, to verify and ensure that HUAKE’ products meet the standards. 





HUAKE adheres to the brand values of concentration, profession, innovation, and products won varieties of brands and product 
patents etc. HUAKE won the title of national high-tech enterprise and passed the ISO9001 QMS certification; All products have 
passed the testing of the third-party authoritative laboratories and have attained the quality certification from a variety of 
countries and regions: CE, REACH, ROHS, FCC, C-tick and so on.




